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TMCombi-Cam

tmCombi-Cam  is the original dial combination 
cam lock with years of quality and reliability.

tmThe Combi-Cam  is a 
great solution in those 
environments where 
sharing and managing 
keys amongst several 
people is a hassle.  

. combination can easily be changed 

. 1,000 possible combinations.

. available in 4 cylander lengths 
     

FJ7850R-S-5/8-Black

FJ7850R-S-5/8-Chrome

FJ7850R-M-7/8-Black

FJ7850R-M-7/8-Chrome

FJ7850R-L-118-Black

FJ7850R-L-118-Chrome

FJ7850R-XL-138-Chrome

5/8”

5/8”

7/8”

7/8”

1-1/8”

1-1/8”

1-3/8”

TMCombi-Bolt

TM The Combi-Bolt is an innovative new twist on the 
traditional sliding bolt.  
It provides convenient keyless security with a 10,000 
possible combinations so there is no need to hassle 
with keys!

tm The durable combi-bolt barrel bolt is constructed 
of solid metal and installs in minutes with the one 
way screws included with the lock.  
The combination barrel bolt can be easily changed 
at any time with no special tools required.

FJCB2000-Black

FJCB2000-Chrome

ShurLok II-SL600W-C

FJ7850-DC (dust cover)

FJ7850-FP (finger pull)

The same SHURLOK product realtors have valued for 20 years. 
one combination opens the shackle (kept by you) and the 
second combination opens the key compartment 
(given to others).  This keeps the lockboxes from walking
off on you!

.       comes with key cable

.       10,000 possible combinations

.       easy to use

.       preferred product by realtors for 20 years

.       never be locked out again!

Shackle Width-  7/32”
Shackle Width w/Protective Cover 7/16”
Area Inside Shackle When Closed:
           Height           1-5/8”
           Width            1-3/8”
           Body Width   2-1/2”
Height (Shackle & Body)   5-1/2”
Key Compartment    1-3/8”
Height Width (Fits Up To 5 Keys) 9/16”

FJSL-600W-C

90$35

Combi-Cam ULTRA

Secure heavy duty die-cast metal combination 
lock with key override
10,000 possible combinations (#7432)
1,000 possible combinations (#7440)
Master key access 
Dual access - keys and combination
High security tubular keyway
User friendly

FJ7432-S-5/8-Black

FJ7432-S-5/8-Chrome

FJ7432M-7/8-Black

FJ7432M-7/8-Chrome

FJ7432L-118-Black

FJ7432L-118-Chrome

FJ7440S-5/8

5/8”

5/8”

7/8”

7/8”

1-1/8”

1-1/8”

5/8”

FJ7440M-7/8

FJ7440L-118

7/8”

1-1/8”

Override
   Keys:

FJ7432S-KEYS

FJ7432M-KEYS

FJ7432L-KEYS

FJ7440M-KEYS

FJ7440S-KEYS

FJ7440L-KEYS

    $13.50

Padlockable Cams

Functionality of a cam lock that can be secured with 
a normal padlock.

. Cam lock for use with padlock as locking device

. For use with doors and drawers

. Max material thickness:  7/8”

. Barrel Diameter: 3/4”

. Includes 3/4” straight cam and 1-1/4” straight cam

. Offset Cam available

7432

FJ7840-US3

FJ7840-US19
FJ7840-US26

7432

7440

Locker Padlocks

Master Key Override

Locker lock comes with 
a key override in case 
the combination is ever 
lost or forgotten.

FJSX-575-MK2

FJSX-575-MK2-KEY

      $18.95

        $5.00

Master key discovers new code and 
Sets to new combination.

$19.95 ea

TMCombi-Cam  E
. 3 Code levels: user, service, master
. 10 Year Battery Life

FJ7910-K10        $133.96

$23.95

$  2.25

$  1.95

$52.95

$25.00

$38.61

Cabinet Locks

Diamond Back Deadbolt
Keyed Alike, with 2 keys
Material 
thickness:  15/16”

Diameter:  7/8”

FJ3778BKA     $19.45

7432-BLK

Part # Length Price

Part # Length Price

$20.95

$23.95

$20.95

$23.95

$20.95

$20.95

$49.95

$52.95

$49.95

$52.95

$49.95

$53.95

$53.95

$53.95
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